Movie: Pyar Hi Pyar
Year: 1969

Song: Main Kahi Kavi Na Ban Jau
Lyricist: Hasrat Jaipuri

Mai kahi kavi na ban jawaa
Tere yar mere a kavita
Mai kahi kavi na ban jawaa
Tere yar mere a kavita
Mai kahi kavi na ban jawaa

Tuze dil ke aaine mera
dene baa bar baa dekha
Tuze dil ke aaine mera
dene baa bar baa dekha

Tere aanchalo me dekha
To kuchhata yar dekha
tere yar mere dekha
To jigar ke yar dekha

Mai kahi kavi na ban jawaa
Tere yar mere a kavita
Mai kahi kavi na ban jawaa

Tere rang hai solana
Tere ang mere lachka hai
tere rang hai solana
tere ang mere lachka hai

Mai kahi kavi na ban jawaa
Tere yar mere a kavita
Mai kahi kavi na ban jawaa
Tere yar mere a kavita
Mai kahi kavi na ban jawaa

Mera dil lubha raaha hai
tere roop saad saada
Mera dil lubha raaha hai
tere roop saad saada
Ye jukhi juki nigahen
Kerne yar dil men jyada
Mai tuzhi pe jaan doonga
Yahi meri irada
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